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Attention in high-performance cognition is goal-directed, selective, focused, and
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Siltavuorenpenger 5a, Helsinki, 00014, Finland

Aila Kirjanen (aila.kirjanen@helsinki.fi)
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Abstract

We introduce the concept of high-performance cognition as a
domain-general function of acquiring and performing cogni-
tively demanding skills to a high level. We conduct a survey
among academic experts to identify key attention categories of
high-performance cognition: by independent consensus they
highlight the importance of goal-directed attention. Selec-
tive, focused, and sustained attention are strongly associated
at slightly less complete consensus. They qualify their ratings
with free-text reflections. Our work offers a new framing for
skilled performance and its underlying cognitive processes.
Keywords: learning, skill acquisition, Flow, expert perfor-
mance, high-performance cognition, attention, expert survey

Introduction
Humans can learn to perform a wide range of different skills
and understanding how new skills are learned and improved
over time is of fundamental interest. When performance in
skilled tasks reaches personally near-optimal levels, we be-
come highly productive, intrinsically motivated, with atten-
tion finely tuned to the task at hand (Bejjanki et al., 2014) –
as in, for example, e-sports, athletics, or surgery. This raises a
vital question: how universal and characteristic are the cog-
nitive processes subserving skilled performance?

We discuss a novel conceptualisation of the cognition un-
derpinning skill acquisition and performance, which we term
’high-performance cognition’ (HPC). We assume that HPC is
universal in the sense that it comprises the same set of fun-
damental, domain-general cognitive processes - such as at-
tention modulation, inference, emotion regulation, process-
ing abstract relations - regardless of the specific skill be-
ing performed. And we assume that HPC is characteristic
in the sense that it expresses differently across individuals,
who differ in their propensity for phenomenal experience of
HPC, their capacities in domain-specific faculties like spatial
awareness or numerosity, and other factors.

In this paper we describe one plank in an overall program
of research to characterise the domain-general cognitive pro-
cesses of HPC. We start with attention and study the research
question: which categories of attention are thought to be most
typical in HPC? We conduct a brief review of attention liter-
ature and derive from this a set of attention categories, which
are specific ways of conceiving of attention, such as ‘goal-
directed’, or ‘focused’ vs ‘divided’. We then survey 12 aca-
demic experts working in HPC-adjacent fields of study, illus-

trating by consensus which categories of attention they asso-
ciate with HPC.

What is high-performance cognition?
Despite many lab studies on skill acquisition (Hardwick et
al., 2019), we are far from understanding naturally-occurring
HPC. This is due firstly to the complexity and incremental
learning of real-life skills, which follow a power-law function
indicating a decreasing rate of improvement with increased
skill level, in contrast to the exponential curves which charac-
terize lab tasks (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1993). Secondly, it is
as yet unclear how subjective expectation from the cognitive
model of one’s own learning curve, plays a role (Palomäki
et al., 2021). Thirdly, it is also challenging to identify oc-
curence of genuine HPC experiences using standard lab mea-
sures such as self-report (Abuhamdeh, 2020). Fourthly, re-
cent studies suggest a strong role for individual differences in
HPC; e.g. deliberate practice accounts for less than half the
variance in achievement at elite level (Hambrick et al., 2014);
Flow propensity varies with personality (Ullén et al., 2012).

To acquire high-level skills in a complex, partially-
predictable environment, humans must learn to efficiently
represent, reason about, and act on that environment, via
multiple cooperating cognitive processes to encode states and
the structures that link them (Radulescu et al., 2019). Here,
an environment is a set of relations and affordances, which is
complex if it corresponds to Savage’s (1961) large world idea
(Binmore, 2017). Learning of structure and action for skill
acquisition is a form of inferential intelligence, conceptually
building on prior work in representation, reasoning, and re-
ward (Foster, 2019; Rusanen et al., 2021). Such learning is
driven by some as-yet unclear process of trial-and-error con-
ditioning versus insight episodes (Gazzaniga, 2018, p208).
This process might relate to the hypothesis that the brain uses
cognitive maps, built up by trial-and-error structure learning,
to perform insight-based generalisation (Whittington et al.,
2022).

The embodied, enactive setting just described can give rise
to HPC when we learn to control that setting to acquire skill:
specifically, we learn to control the interaction with the en-
vironment, as suggested by theories of controlled perception
(Friston et al., 2016; Mansell & Huddy, 2018; Rolfs et al.,
2005). This has the specific meaning that individuals learn to
control their own perception and action such that they opti-
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mise the information obtained by epistemic interactions, e.g.
by playing probing moves in the early part of a game. In the
domain of games, control pertains to the game outcome, i.e.
to win or achieve high scores. Fig. 1 shows the process in
brief: player X must learn how to set up traps by inferring
multi-move structure, as opposed to just playing ‘intuitive’
moves to set up 3-in-a-row, that are easily blocked.

From this background, we give a working definition and
explanation of HPC, with examples for clarity; survey partic-
ipants saw a shorter ‘orienting’ description (see Methods):

HPC is goal-directed cognitive information processing
which approaches locally-maximal efficiency, driven by a
controlled oscillation between exploration and exploitation
in the set of affordances, to generate locally-optimal perfor-
mance.

HPC thus concerns the way a task is performed. Take, for
example, cycling to work. The route is fixed so navigation is
not demanding and performance is typically satisficing. How-
ever, consider a period of heavy construction work, which re-
routes the cycle lanes, deforms the surface, and mixes cyclists
with pedestrians. Consider changing seasonal weather condi-
tions in a northerly climate. Under such conditions and with
time pressure due to a work emergency, the cyclist must put
forth considerable effort to meet all demands with high per-
formance. The over-learned route navigation must be adapted
on the fly. Constant vigilance is required for the rough or
icy road surface and other traffic. Physical fatigue must be
managed to prevent it affecting cognitive performance. The
satisficing daily commute becomes somwhat closer to the de-
mands of a trail-bike race: however, the performance is prob-

Figure 1: Learning of control via inference into task struc-
ture in TicTacToe: 2 (out of 4 possible) branches at move 3.
Top branch: ‘intuitive’ moves try to line up 3-in-a-row, but
are easily blocked. Lower branch: winning requires setting
a trap (move 5); traps take 2 of one’s own moves to set up
(moves 3–5), thus requiring game-structure insight beyond
the next move. HPC example: TicTacToe has very small
number of branches at each move and attentive players will
quite easily solve it to the equilibrium condition of forced
draw. However, to ‘optimally’ learn perfect play (i.e. in
fewest replays) requires a period of HPC, where gameboard
information is tracked and extrapolated through all the deci-
sive future moves, and separate move patterns are related to
infer commonalities. With maximally-efficient task informa-
tion processing, a learner can potentially achieve perfect play
in as few as 10 games (Paul, 2020).

ably not at athlete level, hence is ‘locally-optimal’.
In summary: HPC must be goal-directed because there

must be an objective against which to judge efficiency. What
is being made efficient is resource-expenditure for task learn-
ing and performance. Learning is fundamental because, be-
yond the instantaneous experience, HPC integrates multiple
scales across temporal and cognitive dimensions, as follows:

1. 100s-1000s hours; structured, learned activity (a sport,
game, hobby, or professional task); Associated sub-skills

2. Hours/minutes; episodic activity, learning (a race; race
track curves); Associated action plans/learning modules

3. Milliseconds; cognitive acts (perceiving, recalling, predict-
ing, acting); Associated neural processes

HPC operates across these temporal scales via self-similar
mechanisms. At the scale of actions, the instantaneous com-
ponent of HPC involves the balance of activity (system+task)
complexity with performance (memory+attention) complex-
ity; simultaneous with the balance of task demands and time
available. The time-dependent component of HPC is defined
as cyclic exploration-exploitation within the space of possible
actions; a learning process that leads to increased complexity
of all kinds: representations, inferences, and actions. On the
shorter two of the above time-scales, attention regulation is a
vital component in HPC, thus motivating our study. ‘Atten-
tion’ is, however, a highly overloaded term with many defi-
nitions across several fields from psychology, neuroscience,
and machine learning.

What is attention?

Everybody knows what attention is, but what is it? A vast
body of work in many disciplines has studied attention. Pi-
oneer of psychological attention research, William James,
viewed attention as conscious selection. A cognitive view is
that attention is the flexible control of limited computational
resources (Lindsay, 2020). In predictive processing literature,
attention has been described as “context or state-dependent
optimization of the precision of prediction errors” (Brown et
al., 2011). The empirical tradition from psychology and neu-
roscience, as led by figures such as Hermann von Helmholtz,
studied the mind in its constituent domains. This leads to the
view of attention as a categorical faculty which allocates lim-
ited neural processing resources across domains or modalities
like time (e.g. sustained attention), perception (e.g. overt vs
covert attention), locus (e.g. endogenous vs exogenous atten-
tion), level of analysis (e.g. feature vs object), spatial extent
(e.g. focal vs global) and more. Although this categorical
view may be limited and biased (Anderson, 2011), here we
aim to use the categories in order to examine how existing
literature and the authors thereof link the concepts of atten-
tion and HPC. Thus, we follow the lexical hypothesis to ask:
which categories of attention are said to be related to HPC?
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Methods
Categories of attention
The literature which reflects a categorical view of attention
provides many terms to indicate the forms of attention stud-
ied. These terms are very often (but not always) dichotomous
(Anderson, 2011) (a pattern which may reflect human bias
towards dichotomisation rather than any natural kind). We
conducted a narrative review of attention literature to obtain
a ‘foundation list’ of such terms.

First, we began by collating 33 articles or book chapters
with a primary focus on the theoretical structure or nature of
attention. This search was non-systematic, directed by the
first author, using multiple search terms across all relevant
databases and stopping after broad coverage of the topic was
achieved. These works are listed under References in a sepa-
rate section termed Seed bibliography.

After reading these 33 works, we selected six to serve as
the final basis of our term list, based on the criterion that they
provided categories or a taxonomy of attention (Anderson,
2011; Buschman & Kastner, 2015; Chun et al., 2011; Knud-
sen, 2007; Krauzlis et al., 2014; Lindsay, 2020).

From these six works we extracted every term which was
used as an adjective for attention, e.g. selective attention,
resulting in 47 terms. We then refined this list by removing
synonyms and terms for which we could find no definition, to
obtain a final list of 36 commonly used attention terms, listed
in Table 1.

To begin relating forms of attention to HPC, we surveyed
academic experts studying topics adjacent to HPC, such as
elite sports, games like chess and poker, and high skilled ac-
tivities such as steep skiing.

Participants
We obtained a purposive sample of 12 participants (1 female,
11 male; 1 post-doctoral researcher, 7 senior researchers, 4
professors) who all meet the following criteria:

• hold at least a doctoral degree in psychology, cognitive sci-
ence, or cognitive neuroscience (and thereby adjudged by
the authors to have educational qualification to understand
the attention terms listed)

• academic experts in HPC-adjacent topics

• publication record includes works relevant to attention in
HPC (examples are listed under References in a separate
section termed Participants’ publications)

Survey
We developed a short survey to poll the opinion of this expert
sample; respondents were instructed as follows:

You are asked to contribute your expert opinion to help
identify the form of attention that best describes high
performance cognition (HPC). A very simple descrip-
tion of HPC (strictly to help create common frame of
reference) could be:

Table 1: Attention terms derived by literature review.

Attention term Antonym attention term

active passive
auditory
automatic controlled
central peripheral
conscious non-conscious
executive
exogenous endogenous
focused divided
goal-directed
internal external
local global
multi-task
object-based feature-based
overt covert
selective
somatosensory
spatial temporal
stimulus-driven
sustained transient
top-down bottom-up
visual
voluntary involuntary

[HPC is:] Performing, or learning to perform, a chal-
lenging dynamic cognitive task under uncertainty to
a high level of skill
To contribute to this expert opinion, you should have
deep knowledge of one or two specific domains of hu-
man endeavour where you consider HPC to take place.
Deep knowledge should entail (any or all of):

1. you have read extensive literature
2. you have observed practitioners
3. you have conducted experiments
4. you have phenomenal experience thereof

To verify that participants had suitable background we re-
quested them to cite support of the points 1–4 above. All had
one or more relevant publications (as listed in their section
of References), though their relevant publication count varied
widely: some had tens of articles on their area of HPC re-
search, whereas the least published participant had one. How-
ever, the latter had also worked as a professional analyst in the
same area, and at least four had trained to perform their task
of study to a very high level.

To help us understand participants’ frame of reference,
they were also asked to “Describe a single scenario of HPC
in your chosen domain....” They were then asked to provide
their own description of attention processes of HPC in their
chosen domain, and directed to “...focus on individual cogni-
tive faculties, i.e. aim to take a reductionist approach.”
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Finally participants were asked to rate the 36 terms of at-
tention from Table 1, on a three point scale (‘Not much’,
‘Moderately much’, ‘Very much’, scored 1 to 3) with fourth
option ‘No opinion’ (scored as zero). Four additional terms
– inactive, uncontrolled, unfocused, unselective – were in-
cluded as so-called ‘attention traps’, to help assess the quality
of responses. These terms were chosen because, alongside
their valid counterparts – active, controlled, focused, selec-
tive – they appear to follow the dichotomy pattern identi-
fied by Anderson (2011). However they are logical negations
rather than opposed kinds and so responses could be com-
pared between, e.g. active and inactive, to detect a logical
contradiction. These terms are also not used in the attention
literature (to our knowledge) and make little sense in the HPC
context. Responses to the scale were directed as follows:
“How much does HPC involve the following attention terms:
For example: how much does HPC involve SELECTIVE at-
tention?”

As a post-hoc reflection, participants were asked to “Reflect
on the terms given in the previous part, and note here whether
the freetext description you wrote earlier reflects your term
selections, or how does it differ?”

Data gathering and analysis
The survey was emailed to 35 (9f, 26m) academics either
known professionally to the first author, or recommended by
one of those known. 12 responded, a 34% response rate. This
data was collected from December 2021 until July 2023.

Using R (v4.3.2) platform for statistical computing (R Core
Team, 2014), we analysed scale responses to the 36 attention
terms (and four trap items) as follows:

1. attention trap items were converted to weights in (0..1] for
each participant. The sum for each trap item and its valid
pair (e.g. inactive/active) which were both scored at least
‘Moderately much’, was added to an overall sum. This
sum was then normalised (scaled as the root-mean-square,
added to one, and converted to recriprocal) by the equation:

f (x) = 1/(1+

√
∑

n
i=1 x2

i

(n−1)
)

2. the participants’ scores for 36 attention terms were multi-
plied by the trap weights. Any resulting zero values were
converted to NA so ‘No opinion’ scores do not contribute

3. the inverse coefficient of variation was computed for each
term as per the equation below:
µ
σ
=

1
n ∑

n
i=1 xi√

1
n−1 ∑

n
i=1(xi−µ)2

Results
The weighted scores for attention terms are shown in Fig-
ure 2, categorised by whether they lie 2, 4, or 8 Median Ab-
solute Deviations (MADs) from the median.

An illustrative subset of participants’ qualitative responses
are collated in Table 2 on the page below.
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Figure 2: Attention terms scored by a custom formulation that
accounts for attention traps and weights terms by consistency.
Colours represent MAD levels above median. Point size is the
weighted score itself, here used to aid visibility.

Discussion
Multiple existing theories have been proposed to explain phe-
nomena similar or adjacent to HPC, for example: expert per-
formance (Ericsson, 2006); Flow (or ‘optimal experience’)
(Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002); cognitive complexity
in learning systems (Rauterberg, 1995); the ‘neural efficiency
hypothesis’ (Bertollo et al., 2016). While all are valuable con-
tributions, they have as their focus some domain that goes
beyond the purely cognitive investigation of HPC, respec-
tively: elite practitioners, psychology of happiness, human-
computer interaction, or neuroscience. Meanwhile, recent
work has aimed to renew certain seminal theories such as
Flow or deliberate practice by re-examining their core tenets
(Hambrick et al., 2020; Šimleša et al., 2018); illustrating a
widely-held desire to supplement psychological theory with
cognitive mechanistic explanans (Jalife et al., 2021).
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Table 2: Participants’ qualitative responses: one row per participant. Edited for grammar, spelling, and brevity

Hypothetical scenarios Initial description of attention in HPC Post-scale reflection

Thinking of the next
move in a game of chess

Fully concentrating on the task at hand,
which includes: trying to anticipate the
other person’s move(s); shifting focus
from macro (e.g. position development)
to micro (e.g. pawn at B2)

Even a single chess move involves a wide range of
attentional processes (e.g. short- to long-term at-
tention shifting). My responses to scale items may
have differed by scenario, e.g. opening - midgame
- endgame, etc

Making a race start in a
racecar

Maintaining focus on both the external
cues (starter or starting lights), and what
one is doing/what the vehicle is doing

Difficult to judge the right contrast e.g. controlled
vs. automatic is a different distinction than con-
trolled vs. not controlled

A single poker gaming
session (0.5-3 hours)
with personally signif-
icant stakes and time
pressure

The ability to crunch information, make
+EV [positive expected value] decisions
and handle variance mentally. Attention
is needed [to] focus on relevant informa-
tion (opponents’ betting patterns, size of
the pot, estimated probability of upcom-
ing cards, physical tells, etc.), and keep-
ing emotional control...attentive to emo-
tional state

In poker, attention is a tool for focusing on how op-
ponents’ behavior or random [events] change the
game state, and how that alters perceived goodness
of potential moves. Such attention...will be overt,
active, stimulus-drive and conscious. [The] men-
tal control needed to remain calm under pressure
and variance is a bit different...this [includes] terms
such as ‘internal’

Multitasking perfor-
mance in Navy tasks

declarative knowledge; procedural
knowledge; coordinated by fluid intel-
ligence; psychomotor skill; motivation,
goal orientation

quite similar, with some additional information -
e.g., about conscious/unconscious, global/local

High accuracy, fast re-
sponse times in com-
puter tasks where subject
should respond to unpre-
dictable target and dis-
tractor stimuli

Optimal HPC requires: high vigilance
(low mental fatigue); high working mem-
ory capacity; high executive/cognitive
control (behaviour driven more by top-
down than bottom-up processes); neural
efficiency (minimal task-unrelated neural
activity)

These [attention] terms...are relevant in HPC de-
pending on task. Some [terms] overlap those men-
tioned earlier: attentional control (e.g., executive,
top-down)

Striking a fast moving
object such as a cricket
ball or baseball

Processes for HPC are task spe-
cific...[not]...attention processes but
relates to using the most important
information from current environment
and prior experiences to aid anticipation
and decision-making to execute right
responses under extreme time constraints

Many of the terms are very task dependent...even
within the same domain. Some HPC domains re-
quire totally opposite attentional processes to oth-
ers

Performing a BASE jump
- or during [intense] ski-
ing, mountainbiking

Intense, narrow focus of attention, the
body is in high alert with increased
heart rate and blood pressure...focused
on the task at hand...[fewer] irrele-
vant tasks and thoughts. Non-relevant
signals only semi-consciously attended.
Some...describe this as ‘going calm’ be-
fore they exit...once the decision is taken
there is only focus on performance

Conscious vs unconscious: Narrow attention under
HPC and high stress may be conscious, but hard to
recall. High-focus activities are object-based and
bottom-up. Information collected is visual and au-
ditory [yet] stimulus-responses may not be remem-
bered. Highly selective but alert...often automa-
tized. Intensity of attention ebbs and flows with
challenge - transient. Internally-driven, but tied to
relevant changes in external environment. Volun-
tary vs involuntary: often a battle of self-control.
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However, aiming to rework existing theory risks self-
sabotage, as novel ideas become bound to the existing frames.
For example, it seems underappreciated how binding to Flow
theory really is a commitment to the original author’s con-
ceptualisation, creating operationalisation challenges that be-
devil empirical studies (Abuhamdeh, 2020). Thus, we ar-
gue for the investigation of HPC as a purely cognitive phe-
nomenon, beginning with the questions from above: how uni-
versal and characteristic is it? In other words, what uniquely
defines HPC episodes versus other experiences within an in-
dividual, and how does that vary between individuals?

Based on a survey of academic experts, we have described
a conceptual link between HPC and categories of attention
derived by literature review. This is intended to provide
ground for further work by illustrating (A) the degree of con-
sensus with respect to the categorical framing of attention in
HPC, using the scale scores, and (B) the diversity of informed
views on the same, using the free-text responses.

Regarding goal (A), we see a rather strong consensus as
only nine terms are at or above the median plus 2×MAD
threshold. Of these, active, visual, executive, automatic,
and voluntary attention are all just below, within, or just
above the range between two and four MADs. Beyond these,
four terms are rated as ‘very much’ involved in HPC by most
or all respondents: sustained (10/12), focused (11/12), selec-
tive (11/12), and goal-directed (12/12) attention.

K-means clustering on 2, 3, and 4 centroids also consis-
tently identifies these nine terms in two separate clusters. The
number of clusters estimated by optimum average silhouette
width is two, suggesting only the high-range subset as defini-
tive; the mid-range subset should then be considered weakly
linked to HPC based on this evidence. The objective degree
of expert consensus is suggested by, for example, that the dis-
tribution of mean weighted scores (Figure 2) is rather long-
tailed (kurtosis is 6.4), and that surprisal is rather high (Shan-
non entropy is 4.9 bits/3.4 nats).

In the mid-ranked subset, visual attention clearly reflects a
bias in task modality from the sample. The four other terms
seem complementary in that automatic seems in tension
with executive and voluntary attention, in different ways.
This was also reflected in the commentary related to extreme
sports (last row, Table 2), where certain categories of atten-
tion were suggested to require management (“often a battle
of self-control”).

The four high-ranked terms point to a very particular mode
of attention, focused to a goal-directed aim and selective of
only relevant stimuli; most respondents say that this resource-
intensive state is also sustained in HPC. Here, the com-
bination of consensus terms is the informative part: low-
performance cognition can certainly be goal-directed, but is
unlikely to also require the other three modes of attention.
Cycling slowly to work has a distinct goal, but attention is
quite free to wander, divide, and be engaged transiently.

Some survey respondents reported that they prefer to view
these as attentional processes. This is important to consider

for developing HPC theory, which tracks cognitive system
state dynamics through time. Time is fundamental to any
learning system, which we consider HPC to be, yet there is a
deficit of work integrating the state-like and temporal aspects
of HPC-adjacent theories.

Limitations and future work
Our ‘working definition’ (see Intro) cannot be a complete or
definitive description as that is both premature and out of
scope. However, clarity of definition was missed by some sur-
vey respondents: “To be honest I don’t think this can be really
be answered without at least a working definition provided.
We don’t really know what attention means still”. The HPC
description we did give (see Methods) was as broad as possi-
ble to allow responses relevant to the academic experts’ own
work. Several respondents considered HPC to be strongly
task and domain dependent; however, this was belied by their
degree of agreement on a subset of terms.

The method of weighting the attention term scores is unde-
fined when all scores are the same. In practice this was con-
sidered acceptable because such high agreement for a given
term (‘goal-directed’) is of intrinsic interest. Ultimately, our
statistical methods are intended to be indicative and our sam-
ple is not claimed to be anyhow representative.

Further studies will take the terms here reported and con-
duct systematic literature review to analyse their relationship
to various forms of skilled, expert, and elite performance or
ability. By this means, taking much larger samples of litera-
ture, we hope to establish a complementary view to our expert
survey. We also aim to build up the sample size of experts.

In addition to surveys and reviews, empirical research pro-
grams studying Flow, learning, and expert performance are
underway at the first author’s group, seeking to identify evi-
dence of how these phenomena relate to the predicted char-
acteristics of HPC (Cowley et al., 2022; Cowley et al., 2020,
2019a, 2019b; Palomäki et al., 2020, 2021).

Conclusions
HPC is a little-studied topic within cognitive science, and us-
ing HPC to frame commonly-studied ideas from Flow, expert
performance, and other areas raises many questions. Sur-
veying other experts in the field for informed opinions on
HPC’s relevant synonyms, and relationship to the sometimes
vaguely-defined terms of attention, will not shed much empir-
ical light on these questions. What this work serves to do is
to clarify what we mean when we think about HPC. This fa-
cilitates making testable empirical predictions, and supports
building a theory of HPC in terms of, for example, free energy
minimisation framework. The full program to examine HPC
is extensive, yet with a piece-wise approach, it is tractable.
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